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President Burstein addresses visiting families at Fall Festival

Burstein spoke to the assembled parents and friends of students in the Somerset Room.
Photo by Marieke de Koker

Dannielle Konz
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Saturday, Oct. 14 at 9 a.m.,
President Mark Burstein hosted a
Q&A session for families and presented a few themes on campus
this year: progression of faculty,
freedom of expression, academic freedom and affordability of
tuition. The session was set up for
families visiting campus for Fall

Festival weekend.
“We have had an extraordinary progression of faculty on
campus,” said President Burstein,
“in the past four years, we have
hired about 20% of our full-time,
tenured faculty.” This has a great
impact on curriculum and teaching on campus. By bringing in new
faculty with specialties in their
fields, students are exposed to a
variety of different viewpoints

and approaches to various areas
of study.
On freedom of expression
and academics, President Burstein
said that Lawrence is always trying to “create an environment in
which all students can thrive.”
Faculty and staff in collaboration
with the Lawrence University
Community Council (LUCC) are
always looking for ways to continue making Lawrence a safer

new iteration, having before been
two separate entities: the Center
for Teaching and Learning (CTL)
and Student Academic Services
(SAS), explained Dean of Academic
Success Monita Mohammadian
Gray. The CTL included tutoring,
academic accommodations, and
the Honor Council, while SAS
oversaw academic advising and
helped students with academic
petitions.
In combining the two, the
already-present collaboration
became much easier and more
effective in helping students.
“It’s about all aspects of a
student’s life, and not just about
what’s going on in the classroom,”
Gray said, so when students come
for help, they can have one-onone academic counseling appointments and receive referrals to
people on campus with a special
knowledge on how to help.
One of the major services
the CAS provides is tutoring in a
swath of different subjects. Kelsey
Uherka, the quantitative skills
specialist and a new employee at
Lawrence this year, started dropin math tutoring this year which
has had a significant turnout.
Students in 100-level math courses can come to Briggs Hall, room
421, anytime between 7 and 9

p.m. Sundays through Thursdays
to receive free tutoring.
“It’s been well-attended and
lowered the barrier for students,”
Uherka said. “[It] makes it a lot less
intimidating to go get help than
requesting a one-on-one tutor and
meeting with a stranger.”
Associate Dean of Academic
Success Julie Haurykiewicz
explained that tutoring is the most
popular and highly utilized of the
CAS’s services.
“We do have tutoring in a
lot of 100-level classes and many
upper-level classes as well. People
can request a tutor in Voyager, by
coming down here [or] by talking
to a tutor directly,” Haurykiewicz
said. “Tutoring is free, and every
year more than half of the student
body works with a tutor at least
once.”
In addition to tutoring, a huge
help the CAS provides is academic
counseling. Kate Zaromski, associate dean of academic success and
an academic counselor, explained
that as part of her job she will
“meet with students one-on-one
in academic counseling [and] help
them unpack what issues [and]
barriers are getting in the way
of their ability to meet their aca-

environment for students to think
creatively and express themselves
freely. The school has joined an
organization called “Sustained
Dialogue,” a group that provides
a training program for discussing
issues with many different views
and facilitating dialogue between
the viewpoints.
The last theme that President
Burstein discussed was the goal
of making a Lawrence education
more affordable for all families. In
the past several years, the focus
has been on cutting the operating budget, as President Burstein
said, “in a way that does not, in
any way, impact the education we
offer.” Lawrence is also hoping
to become a full-need institution
so they can provide more aid to
students with financial need. In
order to become a full-need institution, a total of $85 million needs
to be raised. Already, $72 million has been raised toward the
goal, and there will be continued
effort to find additional ways to
make Lawrence more affordable
for everyone.
President Burstein followed
up his discussion of campus
themes with a brief Q&A session
with parents. One of the questions
asked was, “Given the changes to
the faculty, what is the goal of
pedagogy on campus?”
In response, President
Burstein explained the idea of a
“flipped classroom” goal, in which
students would learn class infor-

mation online through modules
at home and then apply the newly
learned skills in the classroom
with a professor to assist if necessary. This is opposite of the
current traditional classroom, in
which skills are presented in the
classroom and practical application happens at home in the form
of homework.
Another attendee asked,
“What is the attention between
free speech and hate speech on
campus?”
“[The goal is to] limit the ability for someone to attack someone else on campus,” Burstein
replied. This is made much more
difficult with social media and the
ability for people to harass each
other anonymously online. The
Judicial Board deals with most
incidents when it is student on
student harassment, but faculty
is continuing to “rethink policy
infrastructure and make sure it is
working for today.”
One question asked how
Lawrence is thinking about career
development. Burstein answered,
saying that there is a strong focus
on “Life after Lawrence,” and students are encouraged to regularly
meet with the Career Services
staff to better prepare themselves
for careers after college. “We are
encouraging every Lawrentian
to use summers for internships
and research projects to prepare themselves for a life after
Lawrence,” Burstein said.

Celeste Hall

to be picked up by local servicebased organizations, like the Fox
Cities branch of the Salvation
Army, and the St. Joseph Parish,
which is a Catholic Church in the
area that runs a ‘non-profit, nonsectarian organization’ known
as the St. Joseph Food Program.
From the statement on their website, the organization “distributes
30 tons of fresh food and non-perishable items to hundreds of men,
women and children” every week.
Hunger is an especially painful issue in the Fox Valley community. There is a large population
of homeless people in the area,
many of them without regular
access to food. On July 27, the
Post-Crescent reported that in
one night, 27 people were found
sleeping outdoors without a place
to go. It was a 52% increase from
a similar count the year before.
According to the Post-Crescent,
typically around 300-350 people
are suffering from homelessness
in the Fox Cities at any given time.
Feedingamerica.org,
a
national organization committed to fighting hunger in the
United States, claims that “food
insecurity” is a daily reality for
1 in 9 people and 1 in 6 chil-

CAS open house welcomes students LUFRN fights local hunger
Zoe Adler
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

College can be a difficult
time—so much is so new and students are often thrown into complete independence with no prior
experience, and it is easy to fall
prey to overstress.
The Center for Academic
Success (CAS), located on the bottom floor of Briggs, exists in order
to help students deal with those
changes, but is also an invaluable
resource for all four years.
Unfortunately, the CAS is an
undervalued and underappreciated entity on campus, which is
why they hosted an open house on
Thursday, Oct. 12. The open house
welcomed students old and new
to explore the variety of services
the CAS offers.
In order to promote academic success at Lawrence, the CAS
provides academic counseling,
accessibility services, English-asa-second-language (ESL) support,
quantitative reasoning skills and
tutoring.
These resources are not
exclusive to freshmen. The CAS
encourages everyone to take
advantage of the opportunities
they provide.
The CAS is in year two of its
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Meeting and greeting on the
cozy second floor of the Volunteer
Center, Lawrence University
Food Recovery Network (LUFRN)
held an open house last week.
Co-heads junior Megan Murphy
and sophomore Zhiru Wang were
available from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
on Wednesday, Oct. 11, in order
to promote the group and field
questions. They say the aim of the
Food Recovery Network is to help
minimize food waste on campus
and to fight back against hunger
in the Appleton area.
Throughout the week, the
group works with Lawrence’s
own food provider, Bon Appetit
Management Company, to save
some of the food left over from
the meals during the day. “Bon
Appetit usually overestimates
how much food they’re going to
need,” said Murphy. “At the end,
there’s a lot of perfectly good food
that doesn’t even get touched. Bon
App lets us have it as long as we
switch it into our own pans, since
theirs aren’t allowed to leave the
kitchen.”
After the food is gathered
from Andrew Commons, the Food
Recovery Network prepares it
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World

News
Compiled by Dannielle Konz

Russia
On Saturday, Oct. 14, which was Russian President Vladimir Putin’s
birthday, thousands of protesters marched in 26 cities across Russia.
290 protesters were arrested. The marches were hosted by supporters of Alexei Navalny, Putin’s only serious adversary in the upcoming
March election. Putin has been serving as Russia’s leader since 1999.
Navalny was not at any of the marches as he is currently serving
a 20-day jail term for organizing an unauthorized public meeting.
Since Putin’s current reign began in 2012, public assembly laws have
become more rigid, and it is now very difficult to legally organize
protests in Russia.
Germany
After a weaker party presence in the federal elections two weeks
ago, German Chancellor Angela Merkel met with the Christian Social
Union party of Germany, which is the more conservative sister party
to her own, in hopes of reaching a series of compromises to achieve
more national unity as Germany heads into coalition talks next
week. While the parties sought compromises on numerous issues,
arguably the most important compromise that they have made was
determining a cap on Germany’s refugee intake. For the past two
years, Merkel had consistently rejected the idea of placing a limit on
the country’s refugee intake—in 2015 Merkel instituted an opendoor migration policy, and more than a million refugees entered
the country—however, her position has changed and the parties
have agreed to try to limit the number of refugees seeking asylum
in Germany to 200,000. However, there is a caveat to this number:
this 200,000 is flexible and the German parliament can raise this
number in an emergency. Merkel also reminded her supporters that
people will not be rejected at the country’s borders after the limit is
reached as the in Germany, the fundamental right to seek asylum is
guaranteed.

demic goals.”
Through these counseling
sessions, she helps students figure out where the root of the
problems lies.
Zaromski explained, “When
students are not doing well inside
the classroom, a lot of times it
has to do with what is going on
outside of the classroom as well.”
In addition to helping students work through these walls
preventing them from achieving academic success, Zaromski
makes referrals when needed to
campus counselors.
Mental health can often be a

CORRECTIONS

In the article “Controversial group continues to seek LUCC Recognition,”
published on Oct. 6, 2017, there were several factual inaccuracies.

Room reservations are approved by the administrative manager of a
building; Campus Life only approves outdoor and resident hall spaces.
To clarify, students are free to put up posters with their information and
meet in shared spaces such as a lounge or a private space such as their
residence hall room.
Other than in residence halls, bulletin posting is not heavily regulated,
but building managers have the right to regulate postings as they see fit.
Please see the Student Handbook for more information and clarification
on these points.

Somalia
On Saturday, Oct. 14, a massive truck bomb was detonated in the
Somali capital of Mogadishu. Over 276 people died in the explosion, out of which only 111 of the victims have been identified due
to many of the deceased victims of the attack being burnt beyond
recognition. Over 300 people have been wounded; many of the
wounded have been transported by helicopter to Turkish, Ethiopian
and Kenyan hospitals. Many of the hospitals treating the wounded
are experiencing blood shortages. This catastrophic bombing has
been the deadliest terror attack in Somalia since the militant group,
al-Shabab, launched its mutiny in 2007. The Somali government
currently believes it was the al-Shabab group who perpetrated this
assault, however the group has not yet claimed responsibility for
the bombing. Al-Shabab, which is allied to al-Qaeda, has attacked
Mogadishu several times before.

LUFRN

continued from page 1
dren in Wisconsin alone. Like
the Lawrence University Food
Recovery Network, feedingamerica.org focuses on the promotion
of more conscientious habits, and
the repurposing of untouched,
otherwise wasted food into the
homes of families who need it.
Murphy and Wang say that
the Lawrence chapter of the Food
Recovery Network was the first
of a few started in Wisconsin, as
it is a national organization with
branches in college campuses all
across the country. They also say
that about 2,000 pounds of food
were saved from the Commons
last year. But the group strives to
do more than just the bare minimum.
They have organized events
like movie and discussion nights,
something called “Food Banquet”
where you can experience what
it’s like to live with very little
access to food, and even a trip to a
nearby recycling center and landfill. “I didn’t realize how bad it was
until I actually saw it,” said Wang.
“It was very eye-opening.”

Major and Research Symposium

Malta
In Malta, Daphne Caruana Galizia, the Maltese investigative journalist who exposed the link between the country’s prime minister
and his offshore accounts in Panama, was killed by a car bomb on
Monday, Oct. 16. Galizia was the leader of the Panama Papers investigation. The Panama Papers were a collation of 11.5 million leaked
documents detailing illegal and legal offshore business actions
executed by world leaders. Through this investigation, Galizia found
that the Maltese prime minister’s Panama accounts were used to
receive money from the country of Azerbaijan, whose dictator used
the accounts to buy the Prime Minister’s influence. Azerbaijan’s
national oil company recently became a shareholder in Malta’s new
power plant. Before she was murdered, in her last investigative blog
post published just hours before the explosion, she talked about
the lack of action in prosecuting those who had been named in the
Panama Papers. The last line in her last ever blog post read, “There
are crooks everywhere you look now. The situation is desperate.”

Puerto Rico
In Puerto Rico, 90 percent of the island still does not have power.
When societies lose power, they also lose access to clean water, food
and medication storage, sewage disposal, medical technologies,
communication devices and more. Currently, more than 35 percent
of Puerto Rico is without clean drinking water, leaving many to rely
on contaminated water to survive. Many survivors are so desperate
that they are being forced to turn to water that is found in areas that
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) deems to be polluted
by industrial chemicals. According to the EPA, drinking this water
can have serious health impacts, including liver damage and cancer.
Puerto Rico, which is a United States territory and pays federal taxes
which help fund the U.S. government, is currently getting very little
aid from the American government to help with this humanitarian
crisis.

large barrier between a student
and his academic goals, which is
where one of the CAS’s most fun
services comes in: Ruby Blu.
Ruby is a beautiful dog who
adores affection and is available
on Fridays to be pet for as long
as one might need. She promotes
positivity and happiness and is
an honorary staff member of
Lawrence University.
All of these services exist,
explained the CAS staff, in order
to aid Lawrence students in reaching their academic goals and overcoming a number of difficulties.
Their normal business hours are
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and additional information can be found
at lawrence.edu/academics/academic-success.

Senior Cady Greenslit presents her biology research to an interested student.
Photo by Sara Nocton

Ben Hollenstein
Staff Writer

______________________

On Thursday, Oct. 12,
Lawrence held its annual Major
and Research Symposium. It was
held in the Warch Campus Center,
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The Major
and Research Symposium is an
opportunity for students who did
summer research at Lawrence to
present their work to other students. It’s also a chance for students who haven’t picked a major
or are just interested in exploring
more options to learn about the
majors offered here.
Many majors offer some sort
of research option, and these can
be explored here at Lawrence
with faculty members. While some
students do research during the
school year, most who do research
stay on campus for a majority of
the summer and work then. The
groups usually consist of one or
two students and a professor, but
depending on the research more
students may be able to work.
32 groups presented their
summer research. Topics were

widespread. In addition to many
other outstanding research topics, there was “Quantum Control
Simulations on Cesium-133 Using
Electromagnetic Waves,” by Julian
Garrido, working with Associate
Professor of Physics Jeffrey Collet.
The work focused on making a
computer program to simulate
moving a cesium atom from one
energy state to another. The end
goal of this line of work is to
achieve fine control over changing energy states of atoms, which
would allow people to construct a
superior quantum computer.
In biology, there was “In
Vitro Characterization of the
Interactions between Human
Angiogenin and Heat Shock Factor
1,” by sophomore Sophie DionKirschner, working with Associate
Professor of Biology Kimberly
Dickson. They studied angiogenin,
a ribonuclease that works in the
early steps of cell growth and
migration in the formation of new
blood vessels. Their focus was on
the relationship between angiogenin and the heat shock factor
1 in interactions with other proteins. Find students who studied

over the summer and ask them
for details on their work for more
information, and be sure to check
out the Research Symposium next
year for the new ways Lawrence
students are pushing back the
frontiers of knowledge.
Students filtered between
white posters covered in scientific
knowledge for the first hour and
a half, stopping to examine and
question when they recognized a
concept or a person. Some made
their way back to the major information room, where there was a
table for most of the majors with
information about courses and
job options. Some of the tables
had someone to talk about the
major and answer questions. Set
against the wall was a topographic
map projected onto a tray of sand.
Changing the sand layout changed
the topographical map projected
down onto it. Programming and
geology combined made a formidable selling point for the geology
department. There was also information on minors and interdisciplinary opportunities, and live
music for most of the symposium.
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Lawrentian Gothic
By Madeira Seaman

“The Great Escape”

Claire Zimmerman

Variety Editor
_____________________

Your craving for reasonably
priced mac and cheese has become overwhelming and you’ve
decided it’s time to take action.
You know that Target is your best
bet for some good, cheap food. It’s
come to this—a trip off campus.
You’ve heard the horrid tales
of students struggling to escape
the “Lawrence Bubble.” You know
that Jimmy was taken away in a
white van after trying to pass Walgreens. He was returned a week
later. Jimmy used to be so bright
and vivacious. Now Jimmy just
stares at walls. You miss the old
Jimmy. You don’t want to be like
the Jimmy now. And you definitely
don’t want to be like Harriot, who
hasn’t been seen since 2014 after
she tried to bike to Target. Rest in
peace, Harriot.
You pack your backpack,
ready for your journey. Your
roommate sobs for you to stay,
but when you tell them you’re going to buy food off campus, they
quell their tears and ask for coffee
creamer. Once you’ve agreed and
collected both of your money, they
shove you out the door and you’re
set to go.
You start down College Avenue towards Target. You ask the
Appletownies the way to the bus.
They pretend you don’t exist and

shoulder past you. You sigh and
give up on asking for help. You
open your phone to Google Maps
and bring up the bus station. A
warning appears on your screen,
“it’s not worth it.” You’re used to
weird messages like this at this
point in your Lawrence education,
so you take a right and try to head
down the street towards the bus.
However, a force stops you from
being able to continue. You turn
back. There has to be a street that
crosses the Lawrence-life barrier. You remember there being a
back exit to the City Center, so you
head there. You discover that you
can slip through the back doors.
Ecstatic, you race towards the station to grab the next bus to the
mall.
Once you’re on the bus and
have paid your dues to the faceless man behind the wheel, you try
to sit on one of the brightly patterned seats. A sharp pain erupts
as you make contact with the seat
and are forced to stand up. On
the overhead monitor flashes the
message “Clothes too plain. Please
try again with vintage clothes.”
You are wearing sweats and a
regular t-shirt. You are forced to
stand and hold onto the pole, even
though there isn’t anyone else on
the bus. The bus starts up suddenly and begins chugging along. As
the ride progresses, you wonder if
the faceless man can even see. You
decide to trust him and browse
the Target website on your phone.

One long hour later, you arrive at the Fox Valley Mall. You
enter Target, and immediately feel
your soul leave your body. Your
body is then lifted gently by a cashier and placed with the bodies
of the other shoppers. As you lie
among the abandoned bodies of
the other consumers, you hope
your soul will be a responsible
spender.
An hour and a half later your
soul returns to your body and you
check your receipt. How on Earth
did you spend $80? You scan over
the long piece of paper and learn
that you bought a throw pillow,
a box of tacks, two new flannels,
seeds, an inflatable flamingo, coffee creamer and a box of mac and
cheese. You sigh and remember
that you’ve done much worse.
There was one time that your soul
came back and you discovered
you had bought an entire entertainment system. Another time
you forgot everything you had
originally come for, but managed
to buy six boxes of Fruit Gushers.
And who could forget the time you
bought a minion backpack? The
heart wants what the heart wants,
I guess.
Despite having spent $80 on
things you didn’t need, you feel
rejuvenated. You walk to the bus
stop and wait for the bus to return.
It’ll be a long journey back.

Lit More Lit
By Claire Zimmerman

fellatio

Much Love,
Little
Lady
By Celeste Reyes
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Honoring the Football Team from 1967 Learn about a New Sport: Tec

Teddy Kortenhof
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last weekend, the Lawrence
University Hall of Fame got quite
a bit larger when the entire 1967
football team was inducted. The
team was inducted in honor of the
1967 season, where it was undefeated. This feat earned the the
football team a conference championship.
Over the course of the 1967
season, the Vikings proved time
and time again their dominance
and mastery of the game. Over the
course of the season, Lawrence
football threw down all eight of its
challengers, averaging 26 points
per game and only allowing an
average of eight points per game.
In line with the 50th anniversary of the undefeated season, the
team was invited back to campus
to be honored for their accomplishments and to be inducted
into the hall of fame. The induction ceremony took place at the
Intercollegiate Athletic Viking Hall
of Fame Dinner on Oct. 13.

At the dinner, members of
each of the three classes represented on the 1967 team spoke.
Only three classes were represented, as in 1967, freshmen were
not permitted to take part in varsity athletics in order to allow
a greater focus on academics in
their first year of college. Thus,
representatives of the 1967 sophomore, junior, and senior classes
shared their thoughts on football,
the 1967 season, and life after
Lawrence.
Of the season itself, the
speakers spoke to their pitfalls
and triumphs, of their proudest moments, and of their fondly
remembered embarrassments.
Most importantly, the speakers
touched on what it meant to be
on a team; a tight knit community working and playing for each
other. And what a team it was—
the terror of the Midwest conference.
Overwhelmingly, those who
spoke also talked about the lasting
impact athletics had upon their
lives. The speakers shared memo-

ries of times when their experiences in athletics helped them to
overcome challenges in their later
lives. They shared how their time
on the football field had bettered
them, making them ready for their
life after Lawrence. They shared
how Lawrence Athletics had been
a fundamental part of their education.
Finally, the speakers called
upon Lawrence’s administration
to continue supporting athletics. The speakers called upon the
university to continue pushing
to make the athletic department
the best it can be. Football clearly
enriched the lives of the 1967
football team, just as Lawrence
Athletics has continued to enrich
lives to this day. The team called
for this same enrichment to be
offered to today’s Vikings and to
Vikings of the future.
Football brought together
a group of Lawrentians, forging
connections that have lasted a lifetime.

8-5 in the consolation semifinals
and a pair from Monmouth 8-4 in
the consolation final. At No. 3 doubles, sophomore Alexis Shannon
and freshman Lindsey Lucas won
their round one match over Ripon
8-6. They, however, were beat by a
pair from Grinnell 8-2 in the quarterfinal round.
Sunday featured the singles
portion of the championships.
Lawrence had strong showings
at No. 1 and No. 3 singles, taking home two consolation titles.
Holsen was playing No. 1 singles.
She started off by losing her quarterfinal match 6-2, 6-1 to Jordyn
Lawastch of St. Norbert. Holsen
went on to win her next two
matches, 8-1 over Courtney Olson
of Ripon in the consolation semifinals and 8-0 over Sally Hixson
of Illinois College in the consolation finals. Nottberg playing No.
3 singles followed a similar route
to her consolation title. She lost
her quarterfinal match 6-1, 6-0 to
Leeza Bodnar of Lake Forest. In
her consolation semifinal she beat
Ariel Rhodes of Illinois College
8-1. Nottberg won the consolation
final 8-5 over Lauren Paulson of
St. Norbert.
At No. 2 singles, Harincar
won her round one match 6-2, 6-0
over Lisa Noggle of Illinois College.

However, Harincar was eliminated
in the quarterfinal round after
dropping her match 6-2, 6-0 to
Amelia Cogan of Grinnell. At No.
4 singles, Goblirsch won her firstround match 6-2, 6-2 over Hayden
Lamphere of Beliot. Goblirsch
was eliminated in the quarterfinal round as she lost 6-1,6-3 to
Tyranny Miller of Lake Forest. At
No. 5 singles, Lucas lost a close
match to Lexi Tibbs of Monmouth
7-6 (0-2), 2-6, 7-6 (0-5) in the
first round. Lucas also lost another close match 9-7 in her consolation semifinal against Maddie
Schacht of Knox. At No. 6 singles,
freshman Tille Teske lost her
quarterfinal match to Samantha
Russel of Lake Forest 6-1,6-0. She
was eliminated in the consolation
semifinals as she lost to Ripon’s
Katelyn Peroutka 8-5.
This championship ended
the 2017 season for the women’s
tennis team. Though they were
small this year, they finished in the
middle of the conference with a
6-11 record overall and 4-5 record
in conference play. The Lady Vikes
will look to improve upon this
result next year. They will have
some big shoes to fill, however,
as Holsen, who has consistently
played No.1 singles and doubles,
will graduate.

take a 21-12 lead and closed out
the set quickly. The second set
was tied at 6-6 before the Vikings
won 14-5 to go up 20-11. Beloit
won the next two points, but
Lawrence took five of the next
six after that to close out the set.
In the final set, Lawrence pulled
out to a 13-3 lead, but Beloit was
able to get close with 15-10. The
Vikings were leading 17-13 when
Lawrence scored five of the next
six points to seal the victory.
Over the weekend, the volleyball team also went up against
Ripon and Lake Forest. Ripon
took away our winning streak as
the Vikings lost 1-3, with sets of
25-21,17-25,25-21, and 25-19.
The Vikings (10-13, 5-2 MWC)
managed to come back and regain
their winning mentality as they
defeated Lake Forest on Saturday,
winning 3-2 with sets of 25-20,2325,19-25,26-24, and 15-11.
Arianna Neumeyer said, “This
past week we played Beloit, Ripon,
and Lake Forest and ended up with
a 2-1 record. We had to overcome

many obstacles, and people had
to play certain positions they usually don’t play. Overall, we played
well and did what we needed to
in order to win. The two games
we won, we were consistent in
everything we did. As for the game
we lost, let’s just say we learned
our lesson. The Beloit game was
the first time we won a match in
3 sets this season. The game that
will always stay with me, and I’m
sure my teammates can attest to
this, is the Lake Forest game. We
had to stay strong and focused
through adversity. A long night
of travel the night before left us
sleep deprived and sore, but we
overcame a lot to play one of our
top games this season. This game
showed us what we are capable of
and revealed our strength not just
individuals, but as a team.” ‘
Make sure to watch the team
as they hopefully continue their
very strong winning streak this
Friday the 20th against Grinnell,
as well as Saturday against Cornell
college!

Women’s Tennis ends season in Madison
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Lawrence University
women’s tennis team ended
their season this past weekend
in Madison, Wisconsin at the
Midwest Conference singles and
doubles championships. After finishing sixth in the conference and
out of the conference tournament,
this was the last opportunity for
the Lady Vikes to end their season
on a high note.
The championship started
off with the doubles competition
on Saturday, Oct. 14. At No. 1
doubles representing Lawrence
was senior Lindsay Holsen and
junior Katie Nottberg. They got
off to a rough starting, losing their
quarterfinal match to a pair from
St. Norbert 8-4. However, they
went on to win their next two
matches. They beat a doubles pair
from Illinois College 8-3 in the
consolation semifinals, and won
the consolation final 8-6 over the
pair from Knox. At No. 2 doubles,
juniors Annie Harincar and El
Goblirsch also lost in the quarterfinal round. The pair from Cornell
got the best of them taking the
match 8-4. They bounced back as
well to also take the consolation
title as they beat a pair from Ripon

Lawrence Volleyball overcomes adversity

Michelle Haeberlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This past week, the womens
volleyball team was hard at work
as they played three separate midwest conference games.
Tuesday, Oct. 10 kept to the
Vikings winning streak as they
went against Beloit college, making
it now a consecutive four wins in a
row as they took the win with sets
of 25-13,25-14, and 25-20. Senior
Arianna Cohen led Lawrence
(9-12, 4-1 MWC) with 12 kills, and
junior Arianna Neumeyer added
10 more. Neumeyer had eight
digs and four aces, and Cohen,
senior Colleen Nowlan, freshman Addisyn Gerber and senior
Rachael Wuensch picked up two
blocks apiece. Senior Sydney
Nelson had 16 assists and 13 digs,
and Jaylan Dunn, Taylor Lewis and
Chloe Fleming paced Beloit (6-13,
1-3) with seven kills each.
Lawrence lead the opening
set with a 15-12 lead. The Vikings
made six consecutive points to

Shane Farrell
Co-Sports Editor

_____________________________________

Technical diving, “tec”, is a
type of scuba diving that exceeds
the limits of recreational diving.
First, we need to take a step back.
Scuba diving is where a diver
uses a self-contained underwater breathing apparatus (SCUBA).
This means the diver has an air
tank, usually filled with compressed air. This gives the diver
greater freedom to explore where
they like, within reason. The main
limits to recreational diving are
lack of air and depth. As a diver
goes deeper, the air in their tank
shrinks due to the surrounding
pressure, thus giving them limited
time underwater. For example,
at 100 feet deep a diver would
have 10 minutes of air to breathe
from. Also, as divers breathe air
at deeper depths, they need to
worry about decompression sickness. Decompression sickness,
known as DCS, is a condition arising from dissolved gasses coming
out of solution into bubbles inside
the body. Simply put, as divers
breathe the air at deeper depths,
those gases in the blood take longer to come out of solution. If a
diver quickly swam from 100ft to
the surface, gases would bubble
up from your blood, putting you at
risk of death. Thus, scuba agencies
limit the depth at which divers can
go to 130ft. This is where technical diving comes in. Technical
divers are trained to carry more

oxygen and to make these things
called decompression stops to go
deeper, unlike recreational divers.
These decompression stops help
to release those gasses out of the
blood stream slowly and safely
enough. These stops are essential
to keeping these divers alive, and
extensive training is required to
do them safely. Another big difference is what the diver breathes in
his/her tank. After 100ft oxygen
becomes toxic to the body. It won’t
kill you at that depth; however, at
deeper depths it is lethal. Because
of this, the tec divers use a mix,
with a lower percentage of oxygen
and increased percentage of nitrogen and helium. Recreational divers breathe about 21% oxygen in
the mix compared to sometimes
5% by tec divers. Because of these
low mixes, tec divers can dive well
beyond the limits of recreational
divers. The world record for the
deepest scuba dive is 1100ft. Most
tec dives occur around 170ft300ft. If you want to learn more
about tec diving or just normal
scuba diving, visit the Professional
Association of Diving Instructors
(PADI). And, to encourage you to
check out more about diving, I’ll
leave you with a few interesting
facts. To dive down to 700ft it
takes around five minutes; however, to come back safely up with all
the decompression stops it takes
over 10 HOURS! More people have
been to the moon than have dived
to 700ft on an open-circuit scuba
system.

Sports in
Photos

Photos by Caroline Garrow

Freshman Quinn Bingham makes a play on the ball.

Sophomore Ben Drummond looks to pass to a teammate.
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Athlete of the Week
by Sarah Grubbe

Joe Kortenhof
STANDINGS

This week, I had the opportunity to sit down with Joe Kortenhoff, who
recently had the best finish of his career and was also named the MWC
Performer of the Week.
Sarah Grubbe (SG): Congrats on the finish! How have you been
working on speed?

Joe Kortenhof (JK): The first part of the season is about working
on endurance and strength between race and recovery paces. Now
we’re at the part of the season where we have conference meets and
so we pair that foundation of endurance with increasing times.

SG: You said you spend most all of your time with your team. What’s
your relationship with your coach like?

JK: He’s very funny. What I love about him is that he can be your
friend, but when he’s talking about running he’s professional and
very knowledgeable. He’s done it himself before. When he was in
college his team at Oshkosh placed first in the nation. He was a helpful factor in choosing LU and I’m the 30th member of my family to
come here.
SG: It seems that you also come from a family of runners. What keeps
running a prevalent part of your life?
JK: The cool thing about running is that most runners that I know are
really good students, and you can be an athlete and a good student. I
think it’s the regime: running shapes my personality and that compliments other areas of my life.
SG: Do you have any season goals?

JK: As a team, placing as high as we can in the conference, and individually, I’d like to place top three in the conference. I think, based
on the times I’m running right now, it’s definitely achievable. My
coach has been telling us for the past week to focus on every aspect
of our lives to give ourselves the best chance of finishing with our
best times.
SG: So what do you do as soon as you cross the finish line?

Photo by Victor Nguyen

JK: When you finish, they force you to walk away so you’re out of the
way, which is painful because all I want to do is lie on the ground.
Then I wait for the rest of my team to finish.
SG: Any words of wisdom?
JK: Go for a run, I guess!

Today’s Hot Take: Hopping on the Bandwagon
Tyrone Stallworth
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

For the sport of baseball,
champions are made in October.
A long 162 game season that
ranges from April 2nd to October
3rd recently ended. In the sport
of baseball, five teams from the
American League (AL) and five
teams from the National League
(NL) make it to the playoffs. The
2017 MLB playoffs consists of
the Cleveland Indians, Houston
Astros, Boston Red Sox, New
York Yankees and the Minnesota
Twins from the AL and the Los
Angeles Dodgers, Washington
Nationals, Chicago Cubs, Arizona
Diamondbacks and the Colorado
Rockies from the NL. To these 10
teams, out of 30 total MLB teams, I

say congratulations. To the rest of
the 20 teams of the league, there
is always next year.
Only 33% of the MLB can
make it to the playoffs that ultimately decide the 2017 MLB
champions. What should the fans
of the other 66% of the league
that didn’t make the layoffs do in
the meantime? The best option
for these fans is to pick a team
or two to root for and hope for
the best. Yes, in these situations,
bandwagoning is acceptable. To
bandwagon means take interest
in something just to fit in with
the crowd. For example, I am a
Chicago White Sox fan, but sadly
they did not make the 2017 playoffs. But, because everyone like
to root for something, I can jump
on the LA Dodgers bandwagon

CORRECTIONS

In the article titled “Art Collections bring history, culture to Lawrence,”
which appeared in the Features section on Oct. 13, 2017, there were
some inaccuracies.
The rare collection of bound manuscripts is on long-term loan from
the family of Ann Sullivan Nelson M-D’41; this collection has not been
gifted or donated to Lawrence University at this time.

Beth Zinsli is assistant professor of art history, curator of the Wriston
Art Center Galleries and museum studies interdisciplinary area program director. She does not teach as part of the history department.
Quotes falsely attributed to Visiting Assistant Professor of Art
History Alice Sullivan were indeed Uihlein Fellow of Studio Art
Meghan Sullivan’s words.

The Lawrentian Editorial Board 2017-18 deeply regrets the publishing of these errors and those previously stated in the News section.

FOOTBALL
MWC
OVR
North
Macalester
2-0
4-2
St. Norbert
2-0
4-2
U. Chicago
1-1
2-4
Ripon
1-1
2-4
Lawrence
0-2
1-5
Beloit
0-2
0-6
South
Lake Forest
2-0
6-0
Monmouth
2-0
5-1
Knox
1-1
4-2
Illinois
1-1
2-4
Cornell
0-2
2-4
Grinnell
0-2
1-5
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
6-0-1
11-4-1
Knox
5-0-1
10-5-1
Monmouth
5-2
10-6
Grinnell
4-2
7-6
Ripon
3-3
9-4
Lake Forest
2-2-2
4-8-2
Cornell
2-4
3-13
Beloit
1-5
4-10
Illinois
1-5
3-13
Lawrence
0-6
2-13
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
7-0
12-3-1
Knox
6-0
11-2-3
Lake Forest
5-1
8-5-1
Cornell
4-3
6-7-1
Grinnell
4-3
6-8-1
Illinois
3-3-1
8-7-1
Monmouth
1-4-2
2-11-2
Beloit
1-5-1
4-9-1
Ripon
0-6-1
2-12-2
Lawrence
0-6-1
1-12-1
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Cornell
7-0
19-6
St. Norbert
5-1
9-13
Lawrence
5-2
10-13
Ripon
4-2
9-14
Grinnell
3-3
14-7
Illinois
3-4
10-13
Lake Forest
1-4
9-13
Monmouth
1-4
7-16
Beloit
1-4
6-14
Knox
0-6
10-15
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell
9-0
11-1
Lake Forest
8-1
14-1
Cornell
7-2
8-5
St. Norbert
6-3
10-5
Knox
5-4
6-9
Lawrence
4-5
6-11
Monmouth
3-6
4-13
Illinois
2-7
6-9
Ripon
1-8
3-16
Beloit
0-9
0-15
TEAM

and root for them to win the 2017
MLB Championship.
Bandwagoning is a very
frowned upon action in society.
If it is true that everyone likes
to root for something, then why
is bandwagoning frowned upon?
Disapproval of bandwagoning is
rooted in the competitive spirit of
sports, and it shows up in the “my
team is better than your team”
debate. Rivalries are the catalyst
of such debates. In my mind, the
Chicago Bears will always be better than the Wisconsin Packers,
the Chicago Bulls will always be
better than the Milwaukee Bucks,
and the Chicago White Sox will
always be better than the Chicago
Cubs no matter what anyone else
says. What ruins these often heated debates is when people who

aren’t sports fans always argue
for the most dominating teams
in sports. Drake, tell me more
about how you are a Alabama
NCAAF fan, a Kentucky NCAAB
fan, Pittsburg Penguins fan and
Golden State Warriors fan. No true
sports fan likes the Drake sports
fans because they have no loyalties. Only when your team does
not make the playoffs and during
March Madness is it acceptable
to be like Drake: a bandwagoner.
Bandwagoning is acceptable in
these situations because at that
point your team has no more
games left, and you need to occupy yourself with something—so
root for a winner. I am hopping
on the NY Yankees bandwagon for
the 2017 MLB playoffs.

join the lawrentian
as a writer or photographer.
We want your voice
in our publication.

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Oct. 18, 2017

If interested, visit
lawrentian.com/apply
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English Department brings poet, author to Lawrence
Tashi Haig
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

This past week, the Lawrence
University English Department hosted a
number of events open to the general public. On Oct. 11, poet Derrick Austin gave a
reading to a packed room at the Wriston Art
Galleries. The following day, alumna Callie
Bates ’09 gave a reading of her new book
to an audience of students and community
members as a part of the Fox Cities Book
Festival. Both writers were introduced to
the audience by Lawrence professors, and
stayed after their readings to answer questions from audience members in regards
to how their life experiences shaped their
writing, what inspired them and the process of writing and being published. These
events gave the public access to inspiring artists, while also providing Lawrence
students with interactive and informative
experiences to enrich their classes.
Assistant Professor of English Melissa
Range brought Austin to campus for a public reading, as well as to visit her poetry
classes. The poet read to a room filled with
students and community members, choosing selections from his book, “Trouble the
Water,” as well as introducing new poems
and works in progress. Austin remained
in the gallery for some time after the reading to explain the references and imagery of his poems, the path to becoming a
poet and what inspired and motivated the
works. Associate Professor of English David
McGlynn brought Bates to campus who
remained in the Appleton area for the Fox
Cities Book Festival.
“David McGlynn and I have stayed in
touch since I graduated,” explained Bates,
“and once my book came out he invited
me to come down and do something for
Lawrence, and Collette [Lunday Brautigam],
who works in the Library, is involved with
the Fox Cities Book Festival, so she worked
with them and they invited me.”
Having recently published “The
Waking Land,” Bates read its prologue as

well as a sneak-peek of the sequel to a
full lecture room in Main Hall. “It’s kind of
emotional, actually,” she said. “It’s really
great to see everybody again, and crazy to
be giving a talk when last time I was here I
was a student.”
Bates’ return to Lawrence illustrates
the success of a former student and helps
current students find inspiration. The
English Department brings many of these

fact that Bates is a Lawrence alumni from
McGlynn’s first class at the university.
Range also described important characteristics in these literary guests. “I try to
think about [whether] the students would
resonate with people’s work or not. There
are lots of great poets who I probably
wouldn’t invite because I think maybe their
work just wouldn’t speak to Lawrence students,” she explained, adding “I try a lot to

Poet Derrick Austin performs poems “Trouble the Water” and some new work in the Wriston Art Galleries.
Photo by Hannah Burgess

authors and poets to campus in order to
enrich students’ learning, as well as to benefit the community at large.
McGlynn outlined the importance of
bringing authors to Lawrence students, as
seen in the case of Bates’ visit to campus. “I
try to find writers who will give something
to the students,” McGlynn stated. “More
than I care about their work being something that this student is going to love or
that student is going to love, I really am
thinking more about how this person is
going to come and be generous and open
with these students.” In the case of Bates,
this choice was made especially easy by the

bring women writers and writers of color
because I think that’s always good and we
need that on campus.”
Clearly, having authors such as Bates
or Austin on the Lawrence campus helps to
enrich the learning experiences of students,
especially those in the English Department.
Creative writing students in classes such as
McGlynn’s or Range’s are able to take classes to a new level by interacting directly with
the guests in class settings as well as with
special writing weekends at Björklunden.
“If a writer comes during a term that I
have an advanced course,” McGlynn stated,
“then the advanced students, the writer and

I go and spend the weekend at Björklunden,
which is always a lot of fun.” He elaborated
that the writer and students “really focus
on some formal instruction and then a lot of
informal conversation.” Range also brings
advanced classes to Bjorklunden and has
student workshop with poets.
Range spoke to the importance of
sharing and creating poetry: “I think even if
the poetry is sad or angry, I think poetry is
always a force for good. It’s positive because
we’re making something, so even if we’re
angry, we’re politically upset, or we’re really sad, we make the poem and we’ve done
something constructive.”
While students in the creative writing classes get more one-on-one interaction with these guests to grow as writers,
the Lawrence and Appleton communities
benefit from these visitors as well. Range
emphasized the importance of speakers
such as Austin, not only guiding poetry
students, but speaking with a community,
explaining that the constructive nature of
poetry. He said that poetry is “something
that I think is great for students to see, but
I also think it’s great for the community to
see and to have access to. I would hate it if
poetry was thought of as this snobby thing
that is off limits to people.”
McGlynn also includes the wider community in events involving authors, especially in relation to the Fox Cities Book
Festival. “We try to play some part in that
in one way or another,” McGlynn explained,
adding, “Usually that means that we have
either a writer that’s on the book festival list that we have come to Lawrence
and we kind of carve that person out as
the one that Lawrence is going to host,
or I’ll invite someone and we hook them
into the book festival one way or another.”
Whether through providing in-class expertise and advice, or sharing with the broader
community, Lawrence University’s English
Department brings variety and inspiration
to campus.

Hidden Figures of Lawrence:
Laura Donaldson
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

__________________________________

This column is devoted to highlighting staff members that play a huge role in
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence
community. The goal is to focus on the
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University and
their interests both within, and outside of
Lawrence.
Sometimes students need a place to go
when they have some time to spare. Kate’s
Corner Store is open from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
from Monday through Thursday, until midnight on Friday and on the weekends from
4 p.m. to midnight. The store is not exactly
on a corner, but is conveniently located on
the second floor of Warch Campus Center,
so students do not have to frequently go
off campus to buy groceries or a midnight
snack. It is especially useful when students
need to stress eat before midterms and
finals. This week’s hidden figure is someone who keeps the store running, and may
be familiar to some students. Her blue eye
shadow and friendly smile is impossible to
ignore. Laura Donaldson is one of the many
staff members that work in Warch that
deserves recognition.
Donaldson works as a full-time cashier
in the corner store, and also works parttime in The Book Store on Northland
Avenue, which sells new and used books.
She works a total of fifteen to sixteen hours
between the two jobs. Donaldson is a high
school graduate, and has been working
at Lawrence for six years. “Time really
flies,” Donaldson laughed. Her responsibili-

Kate’s Corner Store Employee Laura Donaldson at
the register in the corner store.
Photo by Larissa Davis

ties include opening and closing the store,
keeping the store stocked, making sure the
store is clean, running orders and keeping
inventory. She is one of the four employees on staff at the corner store. “We work
very hard here to provide the best for the
students,” commented Donaldson, as she
shows up every day because of the students
she interacts with.
After a long day at work, Donaldson
likes to spend time reading. She will read
anything from historical fiction, nonfiction, novels and current events. When she
takes time off from her busy schedule she
likes to cook and have dinners with family
and friends. She occasionally enjoys game
nights and watching movies. “I try to have a
social life aside from working so hard,” said
Donaldson. She tries to create a balance
with time at home and getting away when
she can.
When Donaldson graduated high
school, she did not know what she wanted
to do with her life, but lately she has considered going back to college. “It’s a hard
decision,” said Donaldson. However, seeing
how hard Lawrence students work inspires

See page 9
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The Lawrence Passion Project: Maamie Appiah
Katie Mueller

Staff Writer
______________________________

What does it mean to be engaged, to be
empathetic, and to strive for understanding
at Lawrence University? What does fulfillment at Lawrence University look like, and
more importantly, what does it look like
in action? This column strives to ask these
questions and search for answers by having
conversations with seniors working on their
Senior Experience Projects here at Lawrence
on how they are using their studies and passions as tools to create.
Students at Lawrence University
often find that their studies shape them
in ways they did not anticipate. This could
be through discovering new interests, the
right major, or committing to a newfound
passion. In these situations, the personal discoveries might seem intimidating,
but they have the potential to uncover
untapped opportunities. Senior Maamie
Appiah started out as a Psychology major
her freshmen year with the hopes of potentially becoming a lawyer, but now, three
years later, is an Environmental Studies
major. Appiah is passionate about using her
education to inspire the choices she makes
and the opportunities she pursues.
One of Appiah’s favorite things about
Environmental Studies is how it bridges the
gap between lab work and the real world.
On this note, she stated, “I took organic
chemistry last year, and we talk a lot about
how drugs are structured and how that
affects the body. I took a trip to Milwaukee
for a practicum I was doing last term, and
while I was there I visited a lab. We were
talking about how the drugs that we take
affect not only our lives, but other forms
of life.”
Appiah elaborated on her studies in
Milwaukee: “For example, the drug metformin is used to treat type two diabetes.
Metformin is structured in a way that the
body expels it the same way it goes in;
digestion doesn’t break down the drug. So,

when it gets out into the sea, it goes out in
the same form it was in originally, which
means a lot of fish are able to eat it. But
what we’re finding is that when the fish eat
metformin, it causes them to experience a
sex change. All because of the drug. Isn’t
that wild?”
Through her studies, Appiah has
gained several major takeaways that have
impacted not only how she views her academic life, but how she views her life in
general too. She elaborated on this subject
as she stated, “I did my field experience
in Sierra Leone last year. In class, you talk
about how we do field work, so when
you go to do the actual work you’re like,
‘Oh yeah, I’m all ready!’ But then you get
there and it’s a whole different ball game. I
learned I needed to be versatile. And now I
know that you can never be fully prepared
for things. You have to go into things with
an open mind and adjust for what different situations require. You can’t complain,
you’ve got to work with what you have in
the moment.”
“I know for sure I will have my Senior
Experience Project based in Ghana, where
I am from,” she explained. “There is a special place in my heart for Ghana. And I will
also look at certain research from Jamaica,
where I’ll be doing field experience work
this spring.” Appiah went on explaining
the foundation for her Senior Experience
Project: “Right now, I’m looking at two
ideas that I’m trying to explore. The first is
something related to water-born diseases.
Because that’s still such a relevant problem,
even in America. And in less-developed
countries, there are so fewer resources to
take care of the issue.”
“If that doesn’t work out,” she continued, “I’m also interested in exploring
the Sustainable Development Goals and
looking at how far Ghana and Jamaica have
gone in implementing these goals.” The
Sustainable Development Goals refers to
a set of goals that the UN develops for all
nations; and Appiah would be interested in
understanding how Ghana and Jamaica are
working to meet these environmental and
sustainability-centered goals.

Senior Environmental Studies Major Maamie Appiah in the General Chemistry Lab in Steitz Hall of Science.
Photo by David Baldwin

Appiah’s major interest in applying
her Senior Experience Project to Ghana and
Jamaica stems from her interest in understanding how sustainability can function
in marginalized communities. She stated,
“Because I’m from Ghana, growing up the
things I saw and heard about made me very
aware of the change that needs to happen
in terms of people and their environments.
That’s really a big part of why I’m studying
environmental studies. Long term I’d like
to go into making sure how their lifestyles
affect their environments and how to adjust
their lifestyles in healthy and sustainable
ways to them and their communities.”
As Appiah looked back on her nearing four years here at Lawrence, she continually stressed the need to be open to
new ideas and to let those ideas uncover
new paths that had gone unnoticed. In this
vein of thought Appiah stated, “I feel like a
lot of people come here not knowing what
they want to do or very certain of what
they want to do. And there’s nothing wrong
with either situations. But it’s helpful as a
student in the liberal arts to take classes
outside of your known interests or your

general education requirements, it’s helpful
to take other classes that sound interesting,
because you never know.”
Appiah also emphasized that there can
be an overwhelming pressure as a new
student to be a part of every event at
Lawrence. She stated, “Lawrentians tend to
think that they need be involved in everything at the same time. And it’s okay not
to be. Pick two or three things that you’re
really passionate about and work towards
them. It’s really important to know that
you’re not obligated to do everything. You
need to find focus and do it to the best of
your abilities.”
As Appiah finalizes her plans for her
Senior Experience Project, she is keeping
an open mind to where her research might
lead her. This open mind has guided her
through finding the right major, through
her field work and through her whole ongoing academic experience. She is eager to
learn and she is open to understand new
and compelling ways that she can work
with others to solve problems.

PAW spreads service dog awareness with Puppies and Pizza

David Baldwin
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

On Thursday, Oct. 12, the People for
Animal Welfare (PAW) hosted a presentation in the Diversity Center by seniors
Rachel Taber and Alexis Dalebroux about
the service animals they are training on
campus. Accompanying the students was
Nyx, a golden retriever that is training to be
a guide dog. The training is through Custom
Canines Service Dog Academy, a Madison,
Wis. based non-profit, which provides dogs
to trainers before sending them to people with disabilities. Taber and Dalebroux
emphasized the differences between service dogs and Emotional Support Animals
(ESAs), as well as the different kinds of
service dogs and the training they have to
go through.
ESAs differ from Service Dogs in that
they are not required to have any training
and, as a result, are not granted the extended rights that service dogs are, including
the right to go into almost any public space.
Another key difference, as the pair pointed
out, is that a service animal frequently
performs tasks for the individual with a
disability. In contrast, the benefit of an
Emotional Support Animal is the animal
itself, or the animal’s presence.
Service dogs come in all shapes and
sizes, from a dachshund to a golden retriever, and they are just as varied in their
functions. Medical alert dogs, as the name
suggests, can warn someone prior to a
medical emergency such as a seizure or
extremely low blood sugar and can get help
if necessary. Guide dogs are the most wellknown form of service animal and are used
to aid the visually impaired in navigating
daily tasks and being independent. Service
dogs can also help with psychological and

Seniors Alexis Dalebroux, Maddie Murray and Rachel Taber with Service Dogs Aero (left) and Nyx (right).
Photo by David Baldwin

emotional disorders, though these are generally thought to be the domain of ESAs.
Custom Canines works with the National
Guard and several veterans’ organizations
to place dogs with those suffering from
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD),
where they can help calm individuals with
extreme anxiety or who are dealing with
flashbacks. This is similar to some of the
assistance service dogs can perform for
individuals with autism, in addition to providing stability and helping those individuals socialize.
The presentation also discussed many
misconceptions people have about service
dogs. One of the most common misconceptions is that service dogs are simply the
pets of those who are either training or
benefitting from their services and that
anyone can put a vest on their animal and
call them a service animal. The presenta-

tion on Thursday emphasized that this is
not the case and Dean of Students Curt
Lauderdale, who attended the presentation,
said that any student who does that is simply making life more difficult for those who
the policy surrounding service animals was
intended to help.
Another common misconception is
that it is okay to interact with a service
animal while they are in training. It was
emphasized repeatedly throughout the presentation that this is not acceptable and
makes the job of the trainers even more
difficult. “This is detrimental to their training because it is enforcing the idea that
they can get attention from strangers and
friends while on duty when they should be
focusing on their trainers. This can have
really big negative effects after being placed
because they could get distracted seeking a
human and misdirect their owner or miss a

medical cue, such as a seizure or low blood
sugar. While it seems like a small innocent
action it can have very large and dangerous consequences later in the future,” said
Taber.
The trainers acknowledged that the
dogs are not perfect and part of their training is that they will make mistakes. They
said that while some of their reactions to
the dogs misbehaving may seem a little bit
harsh, the corrections are simply necessary
in order to get a dog to listen, such as raising one’s voice in order to overcome the
‘selective listening’ that the dogs use when
ignoring commands. The trainers also said
that the dogs are allowed to have fun and
relax after a long day of work and do not,
as many believe, have to be working all day
and night. In addition, Taber and Dalebroux
pointed out that if a dog is not fit for the
environment they are placed into for training, as was the case with a dog named
Gunner from this past summer, or if they
are not a fit for the program in general, then
the dogs are placed into permanent homes
and not shelters.
For anyone who is interested in
becoming a service dog trainer, the presentation discussed the requirements to do
so. There is an application on the Custom
Canines website, and 30 hours of training
are required before being allowed to keep
a dog overnight. 50 hours are required
before a student is allowed to bring a dog
to campus, and they are normally shared
when the dog is first starting to train. After
completion of their training, the service
dogs that Custom Canines train are sent to
people all across the country in need of a
service animal.
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Sixth annual Kaleidoscope
showcases Lawrence students’ talent
Bridget Bartal
Staff Writer

_________________________

2125 Stanley Street

Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_________________________

As soon as I walked into the
Wriston Art Center, I was soothed
by the calming clicks and whirs
from a small slide projector producing faded patches of light
on a small tin square. Walking
farther in to the next section, I
approached two rotary phones
placed on a table with an invitation to listen to their contents:
filtered cello and abstract vocals
on a loop. The slides and phones
were the perfect gateway to the
rest of the art and helped me feel
at ease almost immediately.
“2125 Stanley Street” is
a mesh of dance, sound, music,
installation, performance and
other mediums that all deal with
the concept of home in moving,
pleasant ways. Created by visiting artist Dahlia Nayar, Instructor
of Dance Margaret Sunghe Paek
and creator of sound/cellist Loren
Dempster, the piece reached out
to the audience in ways I had
not experienced before but loved
dearly and gratefully.
The main gallery of Wriston
greeted the audience with crisp
white fabric draped over a clothesline, Nayar and Paek silently moving in front. They floated in space
in unison next to each other, calmness pervading their faces and
motion. Their score was the audience curiously filing in and adjusting chairs, which echoed in the
reverberant gallery. As their repetitive dance continued, Dempster
began playing field recordings of
nature and birds, multiple layers
of spoken word sneaking in, creating an indecipherable but rich texture over the nature sounds. The
elongated moment of the patient
raising of arms and legs, gliding
across the floor and quietness—in
both sound and movement—was
broken by the reflection dissolving as Nayar and Paek looked at
each other for the first time during the performance. Time felt
frozen before they both returned
to reflecting each other’s movements, spinning quickly but gracefully from in front of the audience
to the background, hidden behind
the clothesline.
The trio of visual, sonic and
emotional stimulation—the emotions being both the performers’
and mine—left so many memories to reside peacefully in my
mind. The way Nayar shook as she
rose, her dark hair blacking out
her face like drawn, thick scrib-

bles; the sound of a child reciting
“Eeny, meeny, miny, moe”; a recent
recording of Paek and her father
talking, beginning with a simple
and cheery “Hello Papa,” “Hello
Margaret”; dancing while smiling,
a cello melody sneaking in—these
moments and more had so much
weight to them. The artists let
the audience into these moments
but still maintained nostalgia and
privacy for themselves to relish in
the memories on their own.
Despite my experience in
movement and dance with Paek
through the Improvisation Group
of Lawrence University (IGLU), I
am significantly more well-versed
in music, and this performance
made it all click together. The way
movement and sound relate can
be hard to appreciate at first, but
its importance is intrinsic, the
sum of the parts creating powerful moments that are unique simply to that moment. The senses
are way more engaged than they
would be just listening, and thus
the mind, soul—everything—are
as well.
When thinking about and
describing the performance, it is
clear that there was a lot going
on—sonically, visually, conceptually and in more ways, some
known and some not. There was
acting, travelling back to a memory, electronic music, found sounds,
choreography, improvisation, documentation, creation—the list is
infinite. But in the moment and
recalling how I felt now, there
was a beautiful quietness to it—a
sincerity that defied sensory overload—and I experienced everything in a simple, effortless way. I
did not feel like I was attending a
performance, but instead experiencing the concept of home at its
essence. One of the intentions of
“2125 Stanley Street” was to make
the performance space, no matter
the location, a home for the audience. I certainly felt that, but was
also at my past homes, present
homes and future homes—homes
created by people, structures,
ideas and love. The desire to be
in past, present and future homes
was an indescribable feeling I will
forever cherish. To create with
that in mind, in conjunction with
a strong relationship between
visual and sonic, will undoubtedly inform and inspire my future
creations. I cannot thank “2125
Stanley Street,” and the three artists that created it, enough for that
feeling.

Saturday, Oct. 14, marked the
sixth annual Kaleidoscope concert presented by the Lawrence
University Conservatory of Music.
Those who have not yet experienced Kaleidoscope, as I had not
until a few days ago, should note
that this is a concert consisting of
400 students between 16 ensembles, in the span of 75 minutes.
This event, held in the Fox Cities
Performing Arts Center (PAC) off
campus, is unique because it provides students, families and the
surrounding community with an
opportunity to sample the many
different parts of Lawrence’s
music scene. This may sound overwhelming—and maybe it was, at
points—but it was overwhelming
in the best way possible.
The PAC is a large venue,
and the turnout for the 2017
Kaleidoscope was vastly impressive. The crowded space and the
rush of finding seats before the
performance put into perspective
the immensity of the performance
ahead; 400 students? It seemed

nearly unreasonable. But after a
brief and genial introduction by
Dean of the Conservatory Brian
Pertl, the night was kicked off by
Lawrence University Symphony
Orchestra (LSO).
Immediately, it was easy to
see that the transitions between
ensembles would be seamless. The
event was set up so that many of
the sixteen ensembles performed
in different parts of the auditorium, with larger groups such as LSO
and Lawrence University Wind
Ensemble performing on the stage
directly ahead. Smaller groups,
such as Lawrence University Cello
Ensemble or Lawrence University
Trombone Ensemble, performed
in balconies high above the audience.
From my seat, approximately
half or less of the performances
were unseen. The music resonated through the sizable auditorium,
and other senses were heightened
as direct views of the performers were taken away. Nonetheless,
as a visually-oriented person, my
eyes began to wander around
the venue as many of the performances occurred. During one
song, I spotted the reflections off

the instruments on the ceiling of
the PAC. The light performed a
dance on the ceiling as, I imagine,
the musicians were expressively
moving around and playing their
instruments. My direct view of
them was gone, but I still found
some sight to hold on to.
Between each performance,
the audience was completely
silent, waiting in anticipation for
the next act. Something that I
found most exciting and impressive about Kaleidoscope was
the recurrence of several musicians in many different ensembles. Particularly, senior Koby
Brown, sophomore Nolan Ehlers
and senior Nathan Montgomery
seemed to appear in almost every
other event (this is an exaggeration, but not far from the truth).
It was striking to see the involvement and dedication levels of
these conservatory students.
Overall, Kaleidoscope gave
the audience a chance to experience a large variety of what the
Lawrence University Conservatory
of Music has to offer. The event
was a clear success, and the audience and musicians left happy.

Lawrence students perform in the sixth annual Kaleidoscope at the Fox Cities Performing Arts Center.
Photo by Marieke de Koker

Photo Feature:

Zach Black Diamonds

Zach Black Diamonds performs in WLFM House on Friday night, Oct. 13.
Photo by Taylor Blackson
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Leigh-Post and Padilla deliver rousing performance
Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

__________________________

On Sunday, Oct. 19, two
Lawrence University Conservatory
faculty members joined to perform an ambitious program
featuring 18 art songs by Franz
Schubert (1797-1828) and Ned
Rorem (b. 1923). Conservatory
students and faculty members
came to the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel at 4 p.m. to enjoy the music
and show their support.
Mezzo-soprano
and
Professor of Music and Teacher of
Voice Karen Leigh-Post has performed in a variety of opera companies and vocal ensembles. Her
special area of interest is mindbody awareness and how it can
affect singers’ performance ability. Pianist and Associate Professor
of Music Anthony Padilla has
soloed with numerous orchestras
and participated in music festivals
around the world. He was the 2017
recipient of Lawrence University’s
Excellence in Teaching Award.
Together, Leigh-Post and
Padilla put on a rousing performance of two collections
of beloved art songs. The first
half of the concert program was
comprised of twelve short pieces
about nature and love by Franz
Schubert. To begin, Padilla and
Leigh-Post walked quickly onto
the stage. Leigh-Post’s flowing
crimson top came to rest as she
took her place inside the crook of

the piano.
The
first
song,
“Der
Schmetterling” (“The Butterfly”)
was sweet and gleeful. Leigh-Post,
as the butterfly, sang of the joy of
dancing in the air and landing on
flowers, “flowing lightly over valley and hill.” Padilla supported her
with Schubert’s thoughtfully light
and steady piano accompaniment.
As the duo progressed through
the Schubert songs, they displayed
great attention to detail, characterizing each section according to
its text. They provided a handout
with English translations for the
audience.
Some of their strongest
moments came through during the nostalgic “Erster Verlust”
(“First Loss”), which laments
“those fair old days, that sweet
time” of first love. During most
of the other songs, Padilla set the
mood with an introduction before
Leigh-Post joined in with the melody, but here they began precisely
together. Later in the song, LeighPost dipped down to the bottom
of her mezzo-soprano range in an
emotional plea for her “lost happiness.”
After a short break, the second half of the program began,
featuring six songs by Ned Rorem.
Leigh-Post revealed her own personal connections to Rorem’s
pieces. The famous song “Early in
the Morning” reminds her of the
time she spent in Paris her 20s.
“Norway Aria” is the reason visiting Norway is on her bucket list.

Book Review

Associate Professor of Music Anthony Padilla and Professor of Music and Teacher of Voice Karen Leigh-Post perform together.
Photo by Nidi Garcia

Rorem’s songs are written in
a contemporary style. Their melodies break some traditional rules,
and harmonies are suggested and
outlined. Padilla and Leigh-Post
chose songs based on a common
emotional warmth tied to nostalgia and longing. It was during the
Rorem songs that the arc of the
concert program suddenly made
sense. The program was all about
the love for a particular place in a
particular time; Schubert paints
the setting and Rorem brings the

“Too Long a Solitude”
Tali Berkowitz
Staff Writer

___________________________________

In an academic setting,
poetry can often feel inaccessible. While we examine and dissect it in order to understand
what is underneath, it is easy
to think of poetry as a science
and forget to appreciate the
art. James Ragan’s collection of
poems “Too Long a Solitude” is
like a tidal wave that sweeps
readers away and pulls them
into the ocean. The poems are
an adventure not only through
the natural world, from equatorial jungles to Arctic icebergs,
but also through the world of
human emotions, from heartbreaking loneliness to euphoric
human connection.
Ragan’s solitude is not
a stationary one; in fact, it is
quite the opposite. His lack of
connection is always moving
and traveling, never staying
anywhere long enough to create an attachment. This takes
place across breath-taking land-

Hidden Figures
continued from page 6

Donaldson to do the same. Her
dream job after finishing college
would be to own her own business
as a consultant in social media.
Donaldson is not an expert
on the ‘Lawrence Difference’ to
students, but she knows that for
faculty and staff it means showing
up every day and being supportive
however she can.
“I know Lawrentians have a

scapes, described so masterfully
by Ragan that one can easily
picture them. As connections are
made, the compulsion to keep
picking up and moving begins
to disappear. “Solitude” gives
Ragan and his readers a chance
to communicate with nature,
unhindered by other people. As
the poems evolve into expressions of human connection, we
can feel a similar reverence for
the world of human emotions
and intimacy to Ragan’s reverence for his journey through the
natural world.
The journey from solitude
to closeness is a literal one.
The three different sections of
the book are “I. A Measure of
Solitude,” “II. Mapping a Road,”
and “III. Crossing a Boundary.”
We start out alone on an iceberg in the artic, and eventually find ourselves at one with
a lover, showered in moonlight.
Throughout each stage on the
journey from solitude to communion, Ragan portrays a soulful intimacy. The poems are so

hard time balancing classes and
sometimes work, so I would like
to be the kind of person that is
there when students are having
a hard day or need someone to
talk to.”
Although she has not experienced it directly, Donaldson is
familiar with the stress of school
by interacting with Lawrence students and seeing it through their
eyes. Donaldson would describe
her interactions with students as
fun, so it is easy to approach her
and say hello. Donaldson wants to

visceral that it does not simply
feel like watching another person’s journey; rather, readers
really get to become a part of
the evolution.
Ragan understands all of
our worries and fears about
being alone, and about being
with other people. The book
explores metaphysical questions, yet still manages to feel
very personal. What I love about
Ragan’s word choice is that he
does not just go for two feelings
or allusions, but often three with
a possible fourth, maybe just
waiting to be read as well as felt.
This is the perfect book of
poetry for people who do not
often read poetry as well as
seasoned poetry readers. “Too
Long A Solitude” is something
everybody can love and relate
to. Ragan’s poetry can be easily understood and paraphrased,
but at the same time it is brimming with lyricism that can only
fill the reader’s heart. This is one
of my favorite companions for
introspection.

be known as someone to count on
for being there, and by doing so
hopefully making some difference
in students’ lives. She understands
that life as a student is difficult
between challenging classes, club
activities and part-time jobs, so
she tries to keep conversations
with students light, fun and easy.
Donaldson believes it is comforting for students to know they have
a safe place to come and go whenever they please.
When asked who her inspiration is Donaldson thought for a

wistful nostalgia, the lens of time.
The most impressive part
of their entire performance was
“The Lordly Hudson,” based on
a poem by Paul Goodman which
describes a woman returning to
New York City asking her driver about the great river, which
she had not seen in a long time.
During? this piece, the duo perfectly captured the conversational
nature of Goodman’s text; Padilla’s
rolled chords almost answered
her questions as she sang them.

The final word of the poem, which
closed the concert, was a long and
high “home!” on top of tall piano
chords. It reinforced the theme of
the program—longing for what
was and what could have been—
and brought the audience to their
feet for thunderous applause
while Leigh-Post and Padilla
hugged and bowed.

Photo Feature:

Xclusive

Kenneth Paryo, aka Xclusive performs in Esch Hurvis Studio.
Photo by Marieke de Koker

moment. Finally, she responded
that her mother is her inspiration because she is a single parent
who works full-time to support
her children. She admires that her
mother is a parent and a teacher
who owns her own business. “She
is pretty incredible and amazing,”
added Donaldson fondly.
Donaldson hopes she is
doing the same for Lawrence students. Students should appreci-

ate her positive attitude and her
long hours in the corner store.
She exemplifies the ‘Lawrence
Difference’ with her determination and tenacity to succeed, just
like every student here. Donaldson
is someone who does her best
to make a difference. Just like
her mother, Donaldson is pretty
incredible and amazing herself.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Giving to Lawrence: Is it worth it?
Lawrence University wrapped up its Fourth Annual Giving Day last Wednesday, Oct. 11 and brought
in $1,430,495 worth of contributions from 2,390 members of the Lawrence community. These numbers
broke all records from the previous three fiscal years that Lawrence held a Giving Day initiative. Among
those donors, 840 were current students and alumni from the classes of ‘01-’21. The overwhelming
generosity from current students, alumni, parents and friends of Lawrence fills the university with a
sense of pride. However, with Lawrence facing the challenge of defining campus values since the events
following the most recent US General Election and the campus events of last spring, many alumni have
been feeling that their money is better placed elsewhere. For many, the question is: is it worth it to give
to Lawrence when I am not happy with the administration?
The short answer is: yes. Ultimately, withholding giving to the Lawrence Fund, the university’s
primary donation repository, only hurts the current and future students that are trying their hands at a
liberal arts education. The Lawrence Fund designates 100% of its funds to services that directly benefit
students. These funds provide the Athletic Department with new equipment and uniforms. It provides
the Conservatory the funds to purchase the rights to music and updated instruments. It helps the Mudd
Library keep its lights on, books on the shelves and technology for students that cannot afford their own
printers or computers. Most importantly, the Lawrence Fund provides all the critical funding that make
student scholarships happen.
Current Lawrence students benefit from all of these things. Students use the facilities and services
provided by the Lawrence Fund to spark discussion about what they value most, and challenge adversity all around campus. The current students are holding their administration accountable when they
fail to promote values that make them feel safe and comfortable to pursue education. Most importantly,
the funds are allowing a diverse group of students to try their hand at making the world a better place.
Lawrence has a strong history for alumni generosity. Forbes put Lawrence at 35 on their “Grateful
Grad Index” that reflects alumni satisfaction shown by their contributions to the university. Lawrence
also had an approximate 35% Donor Participation Rate for the 2017 Fiscal Year. This participation rate
is one of the only tools that investors will consider when deciding which universities to provide more
funding. Despite the little attention the US government gives to education, Lawrence has been enjoying
an increase to its number of incoming students each year because of their ability to give out enormous
scholarships.
So, what do alumni do when they hear their university make miscalculated steps in such a divisive
time? Alumni need to stand behind current students - the ones that are dealing with campus issues
first hand - and show there is a community of millions that want to see Lawrence be the best it can be.
Alumni can designate their contributions to the Diversity Center or to Student Scholarships directly.
They can offer their contact information to Career Services to help students find beneficial internships
or jobs after they leave. By leaving current students stranded to face the challenges alone, donors turn
their backs on making Lawrence the school they want it to be. Overall, Lawrence doesn’t improve when
the community turns its back on the issues. In such a divisive time, it’s more important than ever for
alumni, students, faculty, staff and administration to unite and turn Lawrence into the institution they
all fell in love with.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students,
faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the
editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own
opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

Wyatt Lee

Staff Writer
____________________________________

My friend was, to say, always
a peculiar individual. He was born
with a lazy eye, his pupil and iris
tilted asymmetrically towards
his nose; he was nearly legally
blind and wore bifocal glasses as
thick as a children’s paperback.
He was a wrestler, a peculiarity all
its own; he tucked his sweats into
his socks and spit in bottles and
paraded around swollen ears. And
when he got older he adapted and
evolved. He started wearing capris
regularly, and hand-painted Toms,
and was working on a man-bun
before he up and shaved his head
entirely. He wore tiger-striped,
horn-rimmed glasses, which,
much to my dismay and amusement, appeared to be relatively
in style among a crowd other
than my grandma and her bridge
ladies. For a brief period, there
was even a rumor that he was
eyeing to try to make fanny packs
cool (to date, I know nobody who
wears a fanny pack or thinks that

Nuclear Winter

Simone Levy
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

I am sure that it is not just
me who quakes in terror knowing that Trump probably has wet
dreams where he launches the
USA’s entire nuclear arsenal out
of his Cialis® inflated d***. The
threat of a nuclear war followed
by a nuclear winter is becoming
more and more of a reality with
the unpredictable and irrational
behaviors of the Commander in
Chief. The idea of a nuclear war
and its fallout destroying humankind is a predominantly negative
one, for obvious reasons. But just
hear me out: I know that there is
pretty much a unanimous agreement that a nuclear winter would
spell the end of humankind, and
I will not dispute that. However,
there could be a silver lining to
the soot cloud that threatens to
extinguish all life on earth. All I
am trying to say is that amid the
mass chaos and inevitable doom,
a nuclear winter would actually
have some benefits that many of
us fail to appreciate.
Before I share the benefits with
you, I will explain what a nuclear winter is. For those who do
not know, a nuclear winter is the
result of mass nuclear war causing
widespread firestorms that inject
an immense cloud of soot into the
atmosphere, effectively absorbing the sun’s rays and destroying
the ozone layer. Without the sun’s
rays, all life on earth would die.
For people who are not immediately obliterated by the blast
wave itself, its aftershock is sure
to kill the rest of life on earth due
to the immediate and long-term
effects. The immediate effects of
a nuclear winter would include a
severe drop in temperature, due
to the lack of sunlight reaching the
earth’s surface, as well as a notable decrease in rainfall. The drop
in temperature and rainfall would
not only wipe out populations on
its own, but it would also contribute to mass food and water shortages and subsequent famine and
starvation. The planet would then
be exposed to massive amounts of
ultraviolet rays as a result of the
depletion of the ozone layer, killing anything else that did not die
initially. Today, you would be hard
pressed to find a scientist who

The Gaudy

fanny packs are cool. To clarify:
no, they are not.) His style was
god-awful, gaudy and irritatingly
eye-catching for its rampant deviancy.
He was a hipster. He made
the concerted effort to look socially deviant, just for the pure fact
that it was socially deviant. Like
so many other so-and-so hipsters, who knew that band before
they were properly that band, he
just came off as, well, that guy. I
despised his sense of style and
oftentimes caught myself rolling
my eyes when he’d wear short
shorts just because. But, then
again, in an equally peculiar sense,
I related to him. In my own way,
I too desperately fought against
social tides. There was a sort of
counter-culture that was widely
appealing for its individuality of
thought. Groupthink was not cool.
Being like anybody else was not
cool. Thinking like anybody else
was not cool. But to think like a
hipster felt, in a lot of ways, like
it was.
In fact, much of music in the

United States, and all its correlating, widespread effects on humanity, was controlled, in a sense, by
the same sort of fanny-pack thinking. Blues morphed into the basis
of rock and roll in the 1940s, the
first wave of youth culture rallied behind the likes of artists like
Frank Sinatra. In response, antirock hipsters launched trends of
the first contemporary(ish) country music. In the 1960s, the popularity of the British Invasion—The
Who, The Beatles, The Rolling
Stones—gave rise to a youth counter culture that invented punk
rock and heavy metal styles. The
blatant need to be new and deviant led to a complex and diverse
musical landscape, crossing styles
and inventing new ones. Hip hop,
rockabilly, Elvis Presley; hipster.
It’s a watered-down history of
musical culture, but in a sense it
shows how nearly the entire ebb
and flow of youth taste was the
evolution of not wanting to be like
everybody else.
It has a twisted sort of irony.
Culture and fads and trends arise

inevitably from the people who
try so desperately hard to break
those trends. It’s an interesting
social enigma, a theory of pure
chaos—whenever the bounds and
confines of nature become too
neatly organized, it all collapses
again, a constant evolutionary
game where culture feeds on itself
and those who deliberately set the
new trends. That peculiar little
fellow with the gaudy fashion and
horn-rimmed glasses scares me
most, because he, a hipster of the
nth degree, might be responsible
for so much of popular culture. He
and his compatriots, in a sense,
get to steer the ship of social
coolness in whatever abnormal
and socially deviant direction it’s
bound for next, fanny packs and
all. Ultimately, though, that deviancy is a trait to be desired in and
of itself.
Forming identity is one of
the hardest things we as humans
are demanded to do, and one the
things we are allowed the most
freedom in doing. We all want to
be unique, buck the trends and

does not agree to some extent in a
nuclear winter’s potential to wipe
out human civilization.
Since we all have to live with
this constant fear looming behind
our backs, I decided to find some
fun and cool things that would
make a decade-long nuclear winter more enjoyable:
1. Who likes skiing? I know
I do! Unfortunately, summer is
always a drag because there is no
snow. But get this: in a nuclear
winter, there could be blizzards
in July! There will be skiing all
year round for everyone to enjoy,
so take those poles out of storage
and start waxing your skis. Just
remember that higher altitudes
will make you more susceptible to
the increased UV radiation.
2. Floridians: are you plagued
by the lack of bearable temperatures in your area? Well, a
nuclear winter is the perfect fix!
Temperatures will drop to just the
right levels, allowing you to live
comfortably for once in your life.
Just be careful not to go outside
without a hat and sunglasses: the
UV rays will bake your skin from
the inside out if you are not covered up.
3. Night owls rejoice! With the
millions of tons of black soot blanketing the atmosphere, there will
be perpetual darkness, which is
especially good news for those
of us who just cannot stand the
harsh daylight. Be sure to remember to wear a respirator of some
sort, as the smoke and soot can
definitely increase your chances
of contracting diseases.
4. With ocean temperatures
decreasing, thick sheets of ice will
begin to take over bodies of water.
Break out your ice skates and start
practicing; you will need a distraction from the dwindling resources
and widespread panic. What better way to distract yourself from
famine than taking to the ice for
some wholesome family fun?
I hope this list of things
can lighten your mood regarding the ultimate disintegration
of the human species harbored
by a nuclear war. If these do not
dampen the searing undercurrent of panic radiating through
your bones, sometimes it is best to
welcome sweet death with open
arms.

the fads and hate the The Beatles
because everyone else likes them
so much. Er, maybe not that last
one, but choosing an identity
means getting to pick and choose
the parts of the world that we
find appealing and make them our
own. So of course the things to
pick are the things that no one
else is picking. It’s what makes
vinyl popular again (a trend, I
admit, I find rather refreshing),
and more importantly, the innate,
passionate, fiery human desire to
be a unique individual with style
all your own, well, it makes you
you. Besides, groupthink is a poison more than gaudy fashion ever
was.
So, perhaps you don’t wear
a fanny pack (for the love of all
things good and holy, do not wear
a fanny pack), but maybe, at the
very least, you can bore some
gaudy thinking and create an idea
for yourself that really is all your
own.
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The Issue of Suitable
Concert Attire

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Watching the choirs perform
might not have been as jarring
for you as it was for me. During
the first concert of the year, after
performing with Viking Chorale,
I asked myself a question: why
is the concert attire in Cantala
and Concert Choir split up by presented gender? And just like that, I
could no longer ignore the cavernous divide that I had just observed.
Perplexed and disturbed, I asked a
friend in Cantala why that was.
Her answer was that the concert
attire was mandatory, and that the
few times that the issue had been
brought up had been met with
resistance. I was rather floored
by this. At the beginning of both
terms that I have been in Viking
Chorale, we have talked endlessly
about unity and community and
acceptance. But here I was seeing in front of my eyes the oldest way to uphold our oppression of women: emphasis on gender difference and gender itself.
Whether or not you believe me
and whether or not you believe
this to be a non-issue is up to you,
but I take this as a given and a fact.
Now, mind you, we are very
uncomfortable with breaking
down and traversing gender
divides, so I might have simply accepted that all the girls
chose dresses and all the men
suits. However, that was not the
case. The girls were required to
wear dresses and the men were
required to wear suits. All of a
sudden I began to feel very cheated. It was the same old message
of “community” but so long as
you follow my rules, those rules
being those of how men and

“Poor Pence”

A Political Cartoon by Emma Fredrickson

women are supposed to present
themselves as performers. It is a
stipulation on community. It says
that if you want to perform, you
must squeeze yourself into our
category, our standards. This is
not one of welcome or acceptance.
I think that this was done out of
intertia rather than malice and
that honestly upsets me more.
Tradition for the sake of tradition
is how we have propagated a system of oppression against minorities. It’s how we kept women
from voting, and kept our slaves
working. The base instinct of that
was inertia—we took as a given
that women were too emotional
to vote rationally and that black
people were subhuman. This is
what was taught, so inertia in
that belief caused a resistance to
change, but it’s very disappointing (though not surprising) that
Lawrence would fall prey to that
very same problem.
I acknowledge that we are
all humans though, and that we
all suffer from this. Any change
to my own routine is difficult
for me, though not impossible.
Fortunately, this situation has an
easy fix. All that Dr. Sieck and Dr.
Swan would have to do would be
to give people a choice between
two options: the suit or the dress.
This wouldn’t be that hard, what
would be difficult would be the
acceptance of people who took
that opportunity. The uncomfortable feeling if a woman walked
out on stage in a tux or if a man
walked out in a dress. It’s all well
and good to pretend that we are
forward thinkers, but if we strip
down bare and observe a man
walk on stage in a dress, we will
find that we are not the evolved
humans that we once believed

ourselves to be. I know that I am
asking for a tradition to be irreparably altered and that that can be
difficult, but if change is to happen, so be it. The fact is that there
is no really good reason for choir
dress to be gendered. Cohesive?
Yes. Gendered? No. Having two
options sufficiently covers the
cohesion issue and allows more
freedom in gender expression.
Problem solved.

Perhaps you will take issue
with the public nature of this
piece – but the fact is that I cannot
be sure that anything but a public
discussion will alter this. Change
is painful, but just because it is
tradition does not mean that you
should maintain it. The fact is that
when you force women to wear
dresses and men to wear suits,
you are upholding the idea that
men and women are completely

different and so it is okay to value
one over the other. But whether
you believe me on that count or
not is irrelevant. The fact is that
nothing bad will happen if you
give people two options instead
of one. The world will not end if
a man walks out in a dress. What
will happen is that choir will be
a truly inclusive community that
welcomes difference.

Republican Party. After Abraham
Lincoln’s ascension into the Party
and the Union’s victory in the Civil
War, political liberalism found refuge in Republican ideology. The
Republican Party provided for
Presidential and Congressional
leaders that argued for what we
would today consider “liberal”
positions on various issues, from
the abolition of slavery to environmental protection.
Through Teddy Roosevelt,
social progressivism made way
for federally protected national parks, the Food and Drug
Administration and a renewed
spirit of “trust-busting” against
the monopolization of private
capital ownership. Through
Eisenhower, we were granted a
federally funded interstate highway system and through Nixon,
the Environmental Protection
Agency was born. However, with
each new Republican president,
big business interests took a
larger hold on the Party since
the Reconstruction Era of 186677 in which black rights, including federal protection of African
American communities in the
South, were losing favor to moneyed interests in the Republican
Party.
In the Compromise of 1877,
Republican Rutherford B. Hayes
was allowed into the presidency
as federal troops stationed in the
American South left, which only
helped vitalize the Ku Klux Klan’s
violent reign over communities
of color through domestic ter-

rorism and intimidation on the
practice of social and economic
rights like voting. Liberalism in
the Republican Party waned and
waxed for almost a whole century
until the Civil Rights Era triggered
a political platform switch in
which Democrats under Lyndon B.
Johnson’s leadership became the
more normalized faces for social
and economic liberalism, whereas the Dixiecrats had immersed
themselves into the Republican
Party. To highlight this, the Nixon
and Reagan Administrations
were enjoying higher voter turnout of rural whites, farmers and
other voting blocs once held by
Democrats, since F.D.R.’s reign.
With the Reagan ‘80s, social
conservatism bloomed in full
spring, especially in the inhuman lack of proactive response
from the administration during
the AIDS crisis and the perpetuation of the sociocultural drug war
which disproportionality demonized and marginalized communities of color, especially through
privatized mass incarceration
increasing exponentially. With
Bush Sr. and Jr., we got neoconservative foreign policies inspired
by Reagan in which preemptive warfare with a fully funded
military complex helped spread
American imperialism further
than ever through self-justified
war rhetoric. With Donald Trump
rising quickly in the Republican
primaries and overtaking Hillary
Clinton in the presidential campaign, we get the most removed

version of anti-liberal sentiment
in the Republican Party since its
inception.
But we must not forget the
birth of the Democratic Party
under the explicit reign of white
supremacy with the most notable
figure of Andrew Jackson, a political outsider who ascended to the
presidency through populist sentiments. He even reclaimed the
jackass political cartoon as the
insignia for the new Democratic
Party, while his administration expelled multiple Native
American tribes through what is
now notoriously known as the
“Trail of Tears” authorized under
the Indian Removal Act of 1830. In
the 1840s, the Democratic Party
adopted the Manifest Destiny doctrine in which a white supremacist vision for the United States
justified full expansion of white
Americans into the remaining
territories of the North American
continent, explicitly at the expense
of African slaves, Mexican citizens, East Asian labor and Native
American nations.
The secession of the South
and Civil War were further antagonized by Democratic political
leaders, such as Jefferson Davis,
as white southerners were the
stronghold base of the Party at
the time. Within the early 1900s,
the role of big government was
transitioning from the Republican
Party to the Democratic Party,
especially with Woodrow Wilson’s
presidential win in 1912. It was
really with F.D.R. that government

activism became formalized as
a Democratic Party ideal which
even White voters by the droves
were in support of, especially blue
collar workers and farmers facing
extreme poverty.
With the inspiration of
Keynesian economics manifesting in F.D.R.’s “Brain Trust,”
the largest package of government programs was an example
of early liberal economic theory
attempting to alleviate poverty
and other societal ills through
justified government action. The
Democratic Party became increasingly socially liberal with each of
its presidents entering the White
House. With Lyndon B. Johnson’s
signature on the Civil Rights Act
and Medicare/Medicaid legislation, political liberalism on the
social and economic front were
further cemented into the Party.
Democrats lost elections by huge
margins in the South and rural
areas as White voters increasingly preferred nativist rhetoric
echoed by Republican leaders into
the modern era; however, with
President Clinton, we get neoliberal economic and social policies
such as the Welfare and Crime
Bills. Even at the peak of social liberalism in the Obama administration, neoconservative foreign policy accelerated with an increased
focus on black ops military conduct and the very vague executive
branch policy on drone strikes.
The Democratic Party now

The History of American Political Liberalism and Social Activism

Deep Tripurana

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Social activism is a proactive attempt to right the societal
wrongs of society through the
centralization of marginalized
voices through various liberation
movements. Social justice work
mirrors the myriad of political,
economic, social and spiritual ideologies coalescing in various manifestations without one central
school of thought dominating discourse. However, political liberalism has melted into social justice
work, especially in the last hundred years of United States history where this ideology supports
hegemonic power structures that
continue to denigrate vulnerable
populations. As a consequence,
white liberalism, neoliberal economic policies, neoconservative
foreign policies, white feminism
and other stained political creeds
dominate social justice spaces
with neither our conscious awareness nor our consent. It is time
we shined a light upon American
political liberalism and revealed
how much damage was committed within our liberation movements.
As a consequence, we must
understand the modern two party
system’s origins. The Republican
Party was born in 1854 amid the
most contentious debate on westward American expansion allowing any new slave states in which
the northern faction of the ailing Whigs rebranded itself as the

See page 12
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faces a crisis of liberalism as
younger, diverse generations call
for more inclusive domestic policies and a politically moderate
foreign policy in opposition to
aging elders who hold the line on
liberalism for the fear of losing
votes to rural, white and religious
conservative populations. Political
liberalism in the context of the
two-party system has found refuge in both major parties in different eras and circumstances, however, modern times reflect a political liberalism that is stained by
liberal leaders in the Democratic
Party who are not really addressing the younger demographic of
the nation in terms of several
issues. Democrats were too scared
to defend Obamacare in the 2010
mid-term elections, losing the
House to Republicans. Internal
party struggles since the Obama
presidency have made for mixed
results in election outcomes.
Sexism in Bernie Sanders’ circles
and racist policies supported in
Hillary Clinton’s show a much
more complex picture of liberalism within the primary season of

“I think it’s a great way for people
to give back to the community and
a great way for the school to raise
money for students.”
—Mathew Larosiliere

“I think it’s a great time and a
great opportunity for the Lawrence
community to share their importance
and ideas of how they care about
Lawrence.”
—Michael Thao

2016.
Currently, political liberalism
barely has the Democratic Party
to call its home and social justice movements are threatened
just for asking either party to
address the needs of the marginalized. As referenced in my earlier
articles on white feminism and
white liberalism, political liberalism attempts to melt into social
activism, yet fails to acknowledge its own contribution to the
problems at hand. For every time
Planned Parenthood comes to the
center of conversation, we place
a straight white woman’s face
and needs over any mention of
intersectional women of color’s
identities. The heroin epidemic
and other drug-related circumstances only get their story heard
when it is a young, white suburban teenager who lost his/her/
their life to drugs rather than the
influx of cheap narcotics that have
been freely allowed to flow into
communities of color for decades
without anyone raising a hand
to help on the national level. We
pride ourselves on the best education possible for our children
when we navigate through gated
communities and white suburbia, but fail to acknowledge the

Make your
message
stand out
and be
heard.

lack of diversity in the teaching
population, let alone educational
segregation based on housing districting.
Social activism is rooted in
an ocean of social, economic and
political ideologies regardless
of origin. No historian, let alone
modern practitioner of social
justice work, can trace liberation
movements to a single creed or
school of thought. It is that reality that allows us to appreciate
the nuance of social justice work,
which doesn’t owe itself to political liberalism as the only stakeholder in the fight to empower the
powerless.
Just so we make this clear,
I’m not a conservative. I painfully
make this critique as an American
liberal because I know we only
improve as a nation and a people
once we are aware of our history. In the same light, American
novelist James Baldwin once said,
“I love America more than other
country in this world, and exactly
for this reason, I insist on the
right to criticize her perpetually.”
It is because I believe in liberalism
and social activism that I look for
every hidden fault so that every
ignored voice has a chance to be
heard again.
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